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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 532 Publisher: rolls Publishing Company Pub.
Date :2011-3-1. Yellow Emperor referred to as Nei Jing. is China's earliest extant medical literature
classics. it is fully explained in the theoretical system of medicine basic content. reflecting the
principles of Chinese medical theory and academic thinking. For beginners. the Yellow Emperor of
the content a little too hard to learn. in order to enable readers to understand the book Chang Xiao.
Huang Di Nei Jing (yin and yang diet riddled with joy. anger must be started) on Nei Jing were
screened. of which compare the value of a universal and practical chapters left. and the original
esoteric theories in simple language and simple diagrams to explain. exciting interpretation of the
viscera. meridians run. blood and body fluids such knowledge. and from eating. living. work and
rest. cold temperature and other aspects to explain the disease etiology. pathogenesis. diagnosis
and treatment of established disease. the law and the daily regimen. Written by Yang Pingsong
comments. Contents: Introduction General Preface Chen Huang Di Nei Jing Su Wen chapter on the
ancient days...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loyal Grady-- Loyal Grady

Undoubtedly, this is the best function by any writer. It usually will not charge too much. I am just very easily can get a pleasure of looking at a written
ebook.
-- Alivia Quigley MD-- Alivia Quigley MD
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